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• ST1-ST4 teaching session 3.5: 3 hours teaching time 
• Total Attendees: 430 from 37 Countries (Aruba, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Canada, China, Czech 
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                                                          Testimonials 

 One of great global service for Radiology Education (Saudi Arabia). 

 "Loved this session as we went through the viewing protocol then practiced using it to find 
pathology. I loved the case based approach at the end which allowed us to find pathology in e.g. 
the brain parenchyma / CSF spaces / the orbit / PNS etc. a s per the protocol. I am leaving this 
session v keen to try and report MRI heads tomorrow at work!" (UK). 

 Really superb, stepwise approach to MRI head starting from basic sequences and working up to 
exam pathology. Dr Khan explained difficult exam cases in a manner which even beginners could 
understand (UK). 

 Basics involved was useful as so many lectures assume we have prior knowledge and the 
examples  were excellent (UK). 

 Amazing Session, I was very unsure about MRI at this stage - but going through so many cases 
made me feel more prepared (UK). 

 Thank you so much Sir Sami khan and DKT, Great asset to Radiology (Pakistan). 

 Excellent coverage of anatomy with beautiful examples given (Pakistan). 

 Superb as ever! (UK). 

 Thank you so great effort (Oman). 

 Outstanding (Pakistan). 

 "Excellent cases and lecture, One of the best!" (Algeria). 

 Wonderful presentation (India). 

 Excellent session with Dr Khan (Nigeria). 

 Great teaching skills. Excellent explanation of the MRI anatomy of the brain and multiple 
interesting cases (Saudi Arabia). 

 Excellent session on MRI viewing protocol and how to apply it to cases! Very valuable for my 
learning! Thank you Dr Khan (UK). 

 "DICOM teaching was very valuable .We have a chance to learn from a master. We are grateful 
.Crystal clear explanation of different sequences and protocol" (Algeria). 

 Great class, really liked it (Kenya). 
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 Very helpful session once again, thank you Dr Khan for your time and energy (UK). 

 Excellent teaching. Thank you (Czech Republic). 

 Great session as always (Pakistan). 

 Excellent teaching, V. very good (UK). 

 Fantastic as usual (Sudan). 

 Great effort by Dr. Khan and his team (Saudi Arabia). 

 Fantastic and very helpful, thank you! (UK). 

 Excellent and informative as always; many thanks! (UK). 

 Excellent  informative  I learn more and more with you great thanks sir (Yemen). 

 I learned  a lot from this session (Sudan). 

 Excellent, pertinent to the exam AND radiology life. Will be coming again next week. Would be 
great ot have access to the recording of this session please (UK). 

 "Outstanding as always, really appreciate Dr Khans time and wisdom. Please place recordings 
online for attendees to access afterwards" (UK). 

 Great teaching - excellent cases and lecture (UK). 

 Excellent teaching tips (Oman). 

 It was very informative (Myanmar). 

 Excellent explanation (Pakistan). 

 Absolutely useful (India). 

 Favorite session as always (Myanmar). 

 Superb Session as always (Pakistan). 

 Amazing session (Pakistan). 

 Very v. informative (Oman). 

 The interactive sessions with the candidates , and the detailed explanations by Dr Khan (Nigeria). 

 Thank you for going over the basics such as MRI sequences and anatomy (UK). 

 Refreshing anatomical tips (UK). 

 Excellent review of sequences and anatomy of the brain. Very good cases (Egypt). 

 Very practical points in teaching (Malaysia). 

 Excellent viva cases and  easy approach to tackle the cases (Egypt). 

 Thank you for sharing your viewing protocol and reviewing cases with candidates (UK). 

 All extremely useful, especially the "protocol" advice (UK). 

 Way of teaching was excellent (India). 

 Perfect coverage (UK). 

 Very Knowledgeable presenter (Kenya). 

 Excellent teaching (Malaysia). 
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